Frequently asked questions by students and parents(Science)
1. What are the courses offered by Sandip Integrated Global School and what is the fees
structure for the same?
We offer Integrated program for Science (11th and 12th Board ,MHT-CET, NEET/AIIMS, JEE
(MAINS and Advanced). The fees for the same is Rs.80,000.

2. How can I reach Sandip Integrated Global School?
We are located at Trimbak Road, Mahiravani, Nashik-422 213, Maharashtra. Bus Services are
available from old CBS (every 30 minutes) and Nasik Road railway station to Sandip
foundation. Moreover, Sandip foundation’s buses move to every nook and corner of Nasik city
even as far as Bhagur and Mhasrul .

3. What are the qualifications of the teachers?
All Sandip teachers have several years of teaching experience with National level Institutes in
India and maintain a track record of their students successfully passing the entrance
examinations. Our team consists of highly qualified and competent teachers comprising IIT/NIT
graduates, and some of the most renowned professors in their respective fields. They have
either qualified the JEE/AIPMT themselves or been closely associated with the JEE/Medical
Entrance exams. The combination of a strong foundation in the subjects and decades of
experience in teaching for these rigorous competitions makes our faculty one of the best in the
country.

4. What will be the method of teaching?
Sandip pattern focuses on contact classroom teaching, as that has proven to be the most
effective method of communication between teacher and student. This approach not only
helps to retain the student's attention, but also allows the dedicated teachers to monitor the
student’s receptiveness and retention. Our faculty are accessible at all times to clarify student’s
doubts, and provide motivation and feedback. We keep our student numbers in each cohort
small so that every student can derive the greatest benefit from the program.

5. What are the advantages of an integrated program over regular coaching program of similar
pattern?
The integrated program saves the precious time and efforts of the students by integrating
regular syllabus with competitive exam preparation. Thus, the students get more time for self
study which is most required to attain success in these exams. Our strength is the unique
Sandip pattern(“Can’t be disclosed, needs to be experienced”).

6. When & how can I enquire for Admission at Sandip Integrated Global School ?
Anyone can enquire about our courses by calling on the numbers: 7030947623/8390443232
One can also post your query at principal@sgsjc.edu.in Anyone can enquire about our
courses from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm

7. Is there any hostel facility for students at Sandip Integrated Global School?
Sandip provides excellent hostel and canteen facility for its students in its beautiful lush
green campus. Daily, qualified mentors take study sessions for the hostel students. Everyday,
doubt solving sessions are arranged post regular lectures.

8. What happens if a student misses a lecture?
We provide our students with doubt solving sessions and other mentoring sessions by our
faculties on different topics in all subjects to revisit the lectures at their convenience. In
addition, students have a doubt cum mentoring session with the teacher for personalized
attention during evening.

9. Is any need to opt for any external assistance private coaching?
No, our program is designed in a manner so as to cover all the requirements of the student
community.

10. How will I come to know that my Ward is attending classes regularly?
We at Sandip Integrated Junior College have a regular attendance monitoring system(Biometric
system as per guidelines from govt. of Maharashtra and Sandip ERP system) through which
SMS is regularly sent to the parent if the child misses even a single class throughout the day.

11. How will I come to know about the progress of my child during the course?
We have a system in which we regularly conduct Parent teachers meeting in which we share
the progress of the student with the parent. Moreover, we have also decided to send the
details of the test scores to the parents so as to keep every parent well informed. Apart from
these, we have a mentoring system in which every student is assigned a mentor who shares the
performance of the student with the parent. Parents can contact the mentors to know about
the progress of the child.

12. My ward is less studious, he does not study well. Will Sandip Integrated Global School be
helpful to him?
We have a culture in which we regularly motivate our students to perform well and arrange
individual counseling for such students to understand their learning requirements. So, we try to
motivate our student in every possible aspect.

13. My ward wants to study Biology as well as Maths. Do you allow that?
Yes, we do have a system in which students can opt Biology as well as
Maths.

14. Do you provide Scholarships?
We really reward talent. We encourage the students by rewarding them with fee waivers
on the basis of performance in 10th Examination.

15. I do not belong to Maharashtra state. Can I take admission at Sandip Integrated Global
School?
Yes, you can. We provide excellent hostel and mess facility for outside students.

16. My ward is exceptionally bright and wants to score top notch rank in JEE
Advanced/AIIMS/NEET. Why should he join Sandip Integrated School instead of other
options?
We have an excellent team which has produced top results in the past. Moreover, we offer an
adaptive learning methodology in which we segregate top performing students and train them
aggressively to produce best results. At the same time, we also cater to the needs of the
average and slow learners by understanding their learning requirements.

17. What is the test pattern at Sandip Integrated global School in line with JEE/NEET
requirements?
We sincerely believe that testing is a way of learning. Test gives student an opportunity to
understand his strengths and weakness. Keeping that in mind, we conduct regular subject wise
test on each and every chapter on JEE/NEET pattern. The solutions of the questions are also
discussed in the class. Moreover, we also conduct monthly JEE/NEET pattern tests to ensure
fast and adaptive learning among the students.

18. Do you have your own study material?
Yes, we have our own in-house study material for JEE/NEET as well as foundation courses.

Frequently asked questions by students and parents(Commerce)
1. When & how can I enquire for Admission at Sandip Integrated Global School ?
Anyone can enquire about our courses by calling on the numbers: 7030947623/
8390443232. One can also post your query at principal@sgsjc.edu.in Anyone can enquire
about our courses from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm

2. What is the fee structure for the integrated program?
The fee structure for the Junior College (Commerce) program is Rs.20,000/- per year.

3. What are the advantages of an integrated program over regular coaching program of similar
pattern?
The integrated program saves the precious time and efforts of the students by integrating
regular syllabus with competitive exam preparation. Thus, the students get more time for self
study which is most required to attain success in these exams. In addition to Board exams, we
train our students for CA Foundation, CMA Foundation and CS Foundation preparation.

4. Is any private and external coaching required?
No, our college will be functioning from 8:00 am to 3:00 pm. Program is well designed to
cover academic preparation with foundation course program.

5. Are the faculties qualified?
Yes, we have recruited qualified, experienced, dedicated and professional faculties for
the program.

6. Can student get choice to subject Mathematics?
Yes, It is available without any quota or merit.

7. I do not belong to Maharashtra state. Can I take admission at Sandip Integrated Global
School?
Yes, you can. We provide excellent hostel and mess facility for outside students.

8. What happens if a student misses a lecture?
We provide our students with doubt solving sessions and other mentoring sessions by our
faculties on different topics in all subjects to revisit the lectures at their convenience. In
addition, students have a doubt cum mentoring session with the teacher for personalized
attention during evening.

9. Is there any hostel facility for students at Sandip Integrated Global School?
Sandip provides excellent hostel and mess facility for its students in its beautiful lush green
campus. Daily, qualified mentors take study sessions for the hostel students. Everyday, doubt
solving sessions are arranged post regular lectures.

10. I do not belong to Maharashtra state. Can I take admission at Sandip Integrated Global
School?
Yes, you can. We provide excellent hostel and mess facility for outside students.

11. How will I come to know that my Ward is attending classes regularly?
We at Sandip Integrated Junior College have a regular attendance monitoring system(Biometric
system as per guidelines from govt. of Maharashtra and Sandip ERP system) through which
SMS is regularly sent to the parent if the child misses even a single class throughout the day.

12. How will I come to know about the progress of my child during the course?
We have a system in which we regularly conduct Parent teachers meeting in which we share
the progress of the student with the parent. Apart from these, we have a mentoring system in
which every student is assigned a mentor who shares the performance of the student with the
parent. Parents can contact the mentors to know about the progress of the child.

13. My ward is less studious, he does not study well. Will Sandip Integrated Global School be
helpful to him?
We have a culture in which we regularly motivate our students to perform well and arrange
individual counseling for such students to understand their learning requirements. So, we try to
motivate our student in every possible aspect.

14. Apart from regular academics, what are the other skills developed during the course?
We train the students for aptitude test(Speed Maths) and spoken English. In addition, we have
also created hobby club wherein student can think of their existing skills and can groom them
under the guidance of our experts.

15. Do you have your own study material?
Yes, we have our own in-house study material for XI, XII as well as integrated CA/CS/CMA
foundation.

16. What is the test pattern at Sandip Integrated global School?
We regularly conduct weekly tests in addition to term exam.

17. What are your future plans?
We also plan to offer courses for CA Intermediate as well as final Prepearation.

